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The Hammer Falling, I Think (911Review.org
DOWN)

by "thewebfairy"
November 20, 2003

I find it *most* omnious that 911review.org is down,
and Michael Elliott has not managed to post some
form of explanation. I think he presented the greatest
threat to them, overall.

Gerard Holmgren is not responding either. This could be
perfectly innocent and him busy offline, but combined with
what comes next.....I dunno. You and me both can call me
paranoid if nothin happens and it's no big deal and all.

There were US Marshalls come to my apartment building
today, supposedly looking for my nephew Chris for a 6 AM raid
tomorrow. The description they have for him is short and
curleyhaired, and that would fit me except I'm not a guy. I'm
old and not pretty, so maybe they just think I wear dresses cos
I'm a fag. Since we share the same IP number, and my
Chicago-Direct posting style makes a lot of people think I must
be a guy and not some granny in Chicago...

So I think they've got him targeted as being me.

I'm not supposed to know, cos the US Marshall told the
building manager not to tell, but she's my best friend in the
building and she comes over every night to pet the cat-that-
would-have-been-hers if the cat she's got would have allowed
it. So she comes over to visit the cat as she closes up the
building for the night, and that's been our nightly confab for a
couple years now. And old ladies get to talking, ya know. I'm
not really old, just 53, but I don't get around very well, except
on my bike, so I feel older. I'm a bona-fide Granny, tho.

So she told me cos she always tells me about whatever
excitement happens around the building. Human nature
trumps sworn to secrecy. So maybe they'll disappear her too,
once they realize the Cat got out of the Bag.

The ones who KNOW there was no plane know I know there
was no plane. Gerald Holmgren knew there was no plane,
expecially since he confirmed flights 11 and 77 never took off
in the first place, cos they were unscheduled that day.

If this proves out to be nothing but paranoia, I will happily eat
the biggest dish of crow anybody can dish out.
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